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Typical Czech beer, unpasteurized, unadulterated, unhurried.

The dear Lord provide us with fortune and cheers!

Brewery's history

M

ister Archleb from
Kunovice, the lord
of Uhersky Brod and
Konopiste guaranteed the privilege of brewing beer to the
citizens of Benesov. This document from the year 1595 was
an law confirmation of common
law and ensured that citizens
could „have black and wheat
malt made and black, old white
and bitter beer brew and sell…“
At first, people made their beer
at home but later, especially in
the 19th century, common civic
breweries were built. It was the
same in Benesov where the first
civic brewery was built in 1872.
An owner of manor Konopiste
and also an archduke Franz
Ferdinand d'Este bought this federal brewery from a join-stock
company on 15th May 1897 for
91 000 guldens.

T

he archduke owned two
breweries, one in Konopiste and one in Benesov.
In 1897 he built a new brewery
factory. This building was carried out according to plans
of an construction company
Rosenberg from Jihlava and it
was one of the most modern,
technically and functionally
equipped brewery in that time.
Its capacity was 60 000 hl and
it gave basis to the present
Ferdinand brewery in Benesov.

A

character which Franz
Ferdinand d'Este gave
to this brewery in 1897
remains until these days. The
same is also the way of brewing which did not change
during the last 100 years. It is
a classical technology of opened lower fermentation and
additional fermentation in
lager cellars which is used in

Czech countries only and only
in some Czech breweries and
this makes it unique. Modern
methods of brewing are never
used, especially not cylindroid-cone-shaped tanks and the
beer is not adulterated on desired alcoholic strength with help
of HGB system. Because of this
procedure, the brewery differs
from the others producers of
unificated „Euro beer“.

T

he brewing follows the
original formulas and
a principle of using the
most high-quality raw materials – barley malt from our own
malt-plant where barley is bought from farmers from Benesov
surroundings. Hops are from
Zatec. They are unique for their
characteristics – particularly
taste and smell. We have the
same high-quality demanding
on brewer’s yeasts and water.
The main philosophy of brewery
management is to brew the
beer from high-quality and the
best raw materials which is
offered in the market because
only this attitude ensures an
unique taste and sensorial characteristics of Benesov's beer.
It is straight beer, typical
Czech. The motto „real beer“ in
its name is not just a word – it
is a law for a malt-plant and
a brewering house, for all the
employees from the brewer to
a bottler. Thanks to their experience the fame of 100-year-old
technology and human skill can
spread.

W

e believe we have chosen the right way and
we thank you for joining us. Do not forget that the
real beer is malt, hops and water. Nothing less, nothing more.

THE WAY TO BREW REAL BEER
1) Barley for
brewing
refining, selecting
and storing

2) STEEPING
the water content in the
grains is increased from
14 % to 45 % for 72 hours with
aeration brakes

3) GERMINATION
the grain is spread out on the
floor of the germination room
and turned over every
12 hours, it germinates
in four to five days

4) KILNING
drying malt at temperatures
from 30 to 83 °C, 2x 24 hours
while the water content
drops to 4 %; barley acquires
colour and flavour

5) Degermination
of malt
the malt roots are removed
and the malt stored in silos
where it is left to mature

6) MILLING
malt is milled into crushed
malt, while grains stay
in large bits

9) BREWING
the wort is flavoured with
hops in a tank (100–200 g/hl),
it is boiled for 2 hours,
the hops are added 3 times,
making a hot hopped wort

10) Cooling
the hot hopped wort is cooled
down to the fermentation
temperature of 6 °C using
a plate cooler

11) Main
fermentation
yeast is added to the hopped
wort; bottom fermentation
runs in open fermentation
tanks at temperatures of
up to 11 °C for 8 to 10 days,
developing alcohol and
releasing carbon dioxide

12) Maturation
in cellars
fermentation of young beer
in tanks continues at 2–3 °C
for 30 to 90 days, saturating
beer with carbon dioxide and
refining its froth

13) Diatomite
filtration
filtration removal of the
remaining yeast and other
unwanted components

7) Mashing
mixing malt with water at
temperatures up to 37 °C,
developing the correct pH,
decomposition of starch to
fermentable sugars, double
mashing method: first mash
– 63 and 72 °C, brewing,
second mash – 72–75 °C

14) Microfiltration
cold pasteurization

15) Beer bottling
8) Straining
detaching the liquid part
– the wort, from the solid part
– the extracted grain
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the beer is filled into kegs
and bottles

